[Neurological and pathophysiological analyses of patients with absent auditory brainstem evoked response].
Seventeen patients with no auditory brainstem evoked response (ABR) who suffered from various neurological disorders were reported. We evaluated the possibilities of co-existent brainstem lesions in addition to the peripheral impairment in the auditory pathway, by assessing neurological findings and other laboratory examinations, including cranial CT and electrically elicited blink reflex. Patients who showed cranial nerve symptoms other than that of the acoustic nerve or abnormal postural reflexes were suspected to have brainstem dysfunction. It was difficult, however, to exclude the influence from the dysfunction in the more central level CNS. Definite brainstem atrophy was revealed radiologically only in one case who was at the end stage of the degenerative disease. Blink reflex was studied in eleven cases, four of whom revealed abnormal responses, also suggesting brainstem dysfunction. All the five cases, consistent with these abnormal laboratory findings, had shown severe delay in motor development. Other five patients who showed rather good auditory behavior were considered to have 'desynchronization' response to ABR in the auditory pathway at the peripheral level. Many pathophysiological conditions may be involved in the phenomenon of absent ABR, which should be carefully evaluated from the viewpoints of clinical neurology.